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HISTORICAL RECORD OF THE 191ST TANK BATTALION FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL 1944 

O~r program of "shooting upH the enemy during the hours o:f 
darlmess was expanded during the month of April. The 0 shoots 0 

were conducted. more frequently and on a larger scale than befor ,e. 
Despite the fact t.hat these were all small scale harassing oper
ations, they required considerable work of preparation. The area 
in question bad to be reconnoitered. It was neeessary to coordin
ate our plans with infantry units, lest our operations inter f ere 
with their reliefs, necessary patrol work, etc. ·We coordinated 
our plans with tank destroyer and artillery units also; they :.w:ere 
able to furnish us with covering fire, while our operations furn-
ished them with ·some excellent targets. We have ample evidence 
that the enemy was more than casually concerned over our "shoots". 
On several occasiori..s, he laid 'heavy artillery barrages on the 
areas from which we were accustomed to fire. On at least one 
occasion, he dropped anti-personnel bombs to :hinder us. Fortu
nately, the pattern of the operations was suffici8ntly varied so 
that the enemy's guesswork was not productive of results. Our 
assault gun platoon continued to mark targets with smoke shells 
and counterbattery any fire that was drawn by the roving tanks. 

11A11& DB11 Company conducted a "shoot 1' in the Carano area on April 
1st at 0030 hours. Tank commanded by Sg,t. Reynolds moved from 
house #:2 (917301) to vicinity of house #4 (919314) where fire 
was placed on houses #4 and #5. Sgt. Strickler moved from house 
#118 (941283) to a position approximately one kilometer northwest 
of Carano where he fired on houses #68 and #69 (approximately 
9230). About one hundred roun~s were fired and a number of direct 
l1i ts scored. A small amount of enemy small arms and artillery 
fire was received. One assault gun battery was used to mark tar
gets while the other furnished covering fire. As a result of the 
operation, units of the 157th Infantry Regiment advanced and out-
posted house #4. · 

A ntriple shootn was staged the night of April 2nd. The 
179th Infantry Regiment established listening posts and road 
patrols for the operation. Tank destroyers were in position to 
cover our withdrawal, and division artillery was alerted to take 
on any targets that might appear. At 2100 hours, tanks in three 
different sectors movt~d out and fired on designated targets. 
BBJ' Company tanks, commanded by Lt. SHEPHARD and Cpl. Cortez, 
fired on houses north and northwest of Carano. Lt. COBB and 
Sgt. Hoelscher of nct1 Company moved up the diagonal road to vi
cinity of the blown bridge (906291) a.nd fired on four houses to 
the north. "A" Company was represented by Staff Sgt. Armstrong 
and Sgt. \ 'Wacek who moved up the road north of Padiglj_one (920288) 
and fire.don houses #4, #5, #6, #25 a.nd #26. Some of the targets 
received fire from more tl1an one sector.. The "shoot" was entirely 
successful. All tanks returned safely. 
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On the night of the 5th, it was necessary for infantrymen 

to remove friendly anti-tank mines betv,een houses #3 and #4 
(vicinity 918313) before our operation .for the night was executed. 
On this occasion, Lt. CHAPIN and Sgt. Pd.~rson of "A"' Company 
moved to vicinity of house ,#4 and fired on houses ,#4, #5 and #26. 
As an added protection for the tanks (and an added annoyance for 
the enemy), bow gunners sprayed the area to their front with ' the 
.30 caliber machine gun at the same time that the .75rnm gun was 
being fired. 

A different type of operation was planned for April 7th. 
Tanks in three sectors were to execute their roving gun missions 
at approximately half hour in.tervals. At 2100 hours, Lt. SILLS 
and Cpl. Morton shot up houses north and northwest of Carano. 
The assault gun battery at 914223 received casualties during the 
operation. As they began firing to mark targets for the tanks, 
several enemy aircraft roared overhead. The planes v.ad apparent
ly escaped the notice of our anti-aircraft batteries for no anti
aircraft fire was sent against them .. They covered our battery 
area, with anti-personnel bombs, killing one man: and wounding two. 
Some equipment was damaged and a fire started in the battery's 
ammunition dump. -· 

The second phase of the ushoot" began at 2125 hours. Lt. 
MOLESKY moved north from Padiglione. He had fired about ten 
rounds at house #4 when his tank received a penetration from an ./ 
anti-ta ,nk projectile (probably enemy "bazookan). Small arms, 
artillery and anti-tc1nk fire was heavy. The t ank was abandoned 
at the time, but was retrieved , two hours later. One other tcLnk , 
(commanded by Sgt. Schroeder) successfully completed the · mission 
of firing approximately sixty rounds at houses #25 and #26. 

The third phase of the operation took place at 0001 hours 
(April 8). From the vicinity of Carano, Sgts. Bakalos and Valard 
fired 75mm and 30 caliber guns into houses on the road north of 
Carano. The mission was completed in 17 minutes. In all, 115 
rounds of 75mm were fired. 

On the 13th, two tanks moved from the battalion area (946234) 
to Carano and again worked over houses in that vicinity. They 
returned to our bivouac two hours later, having expended approx
imately 100 rounds. 

Relief of the 45th Division by the 3rd Division was completed 
on April 16th. The 191st was attached to the 3rd Division and 
continued to maintain its positions. 

The six 105mm howitzers of the assault gun platoon were re
inforced with six M-4 tanks on the night of April 6th. Three of 
the tanks went into position with UB11 battery near Campomorto 
(894265), three at the :U,Att battery position at 914223. As a 
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supplement to the assault guns, the tanks served a'Iil~irably well. 
The supply of 75mm ammunition was at no time as critical as the 
105mm, consequently it was never necessary to deny a request for 
fire because of ammunition shortage. The assault batteries fre
quently fired missions for the infantry battalions and regiments. 

Another light tank observation post was estab l ished on the 
7th, its position near the dead-end road at 874268. The battalion 
was also maintaining two other observation posts at this time; 
one in a light tank at 910274, another in building a.t 937293. 

HB" battery, near Campomorto, received considerable , hc'lrassing 
and counterbattery fire during the entire month. One M-7 gun was ./ 
put out of action by a direct hit on the 12th. Often when in 
support of tank operations at night, it was necessary for the 
battery to continue firing its missions in spite of heavy enemy 
counterbattery. 

Likewise, . the battalion C. P. area (at 946234) was given 
increased attention by enemy artillery. Barrages of from 10 to 
15 rounds (estimated 105mm)~usually eame between 1800 and 2000 
hours or during the early morning hours. Several vehicles were 
.damaged in these shellings and a few minor casualties incurred. 

45th Division requested that we .establish another 5 gun tank 
battery in indirect firing positions on the 12th. The plan was 
discarded because of the unavailability of a suitable position. 
A battery of 5 guns (2nd platoon, "B" Company) was eventually 
put in an indirect firing position along the canal at 938328 on 
the 17th. 

We continued our ''shootit activities with the Third Division. 
At 2340 hours on the 16th, t wo .UAll Company tanks under Lt. 
SHEPARD, fired from house #1 (916295) at houses #30, #31, and 
the surrounding area (approximately 870312). 

The following night, Lts. SILLS and CARR fired from the 
Carano area at houses #76, #77 (928325), #78, and #79 (942.333). ,.. 
Lt. SILLS tank was disabled by an anti-tank mine at 928319. The v 
crew abandoned successfully. A T-2 recovery vehicle was sent 
forward and the tank was retrieved at 0300 hours. 

Lt. CHAPIN took two tanks to the road junction at 918309 and 
fired up the Fosso Spaccasassi draw during the night of the 18th. 
The ta.nks met small arms, anti-tank and "bazooka"' fire. Lt. 
CHAPIN was temporarily blinded by the flash of one of the enemy 
"bazooka'' rockets. He was later hospitalized when the affliction 
did not improve. 

UAU Company repeated the next night, this time firing 150 
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roun.ds from house #2 at the area near house #24, #25 and #26 · 
(904310). 

The Third Infantry Division planned a series of five small 
scale limited objective a.ttacks to be executed on five consec
utive nights. The 191st Tank Battalion was to participate in 
all but oper atton "Mr. Jonestt, the first in the series. 

·nMr. Smith" took place the night of April 20th. The in
fantry's objective was to seize and hold ground in the vicinity 

-of $97295. Three medium tanks from "C" Company and one light 
tank (from "D1' Company) - remained in an assembly area vicinity 
896283 and were not called upon during the operation. The at
tack was only partially successful. Point uxn (898297) remained 
in enemy hands. 

nMr. Larson '" was sta.ged the following night, its objective 
· being to seize Point nxn. Four medium ta.nks from nc 11 Company 
and two light tanks were prepared to participate in the operation. 

·The light tanks were not used. The mediums, working in pairs, 
furnished covering fire for°' the 7th. Infantry Regiment's 2nd 
Battalion. All four fired combat loads in the operation which 
lasted until 0400 hours on the 22nd. n:an battery of the assault 
platoon and our five gun tank battery along the canal, fired in 
support of "C" Company. Point "X", however, remained untaken. 

11Mr. Brown", an operation designed to seize the cemetery at 
94$326, was cancelled. Instead, the "B11 Company ta.nks which 
were to participate in the operation, "shot up" houses #69 and 
#70 (9.26320) on the night of the 21st and morning of the 22nd. 

To clear the area 1n the vicinity of houses #4 and #5 (915313) 
was the purpose of •Mr. Blacku. In it, we supported units of the 
30th Infantry Regiment. One of the big problems of the attack 
was how to negotiate the known enemy mine field between houses 
#4 and #5. The mine field was so close to enemy positions, that 
removal by hand presented great difficulties. Accordingly, we 
borrowed from the 1st Armored Divisior1 a. mine sweeping device 
known as the nscorpion 1'. 

The "Scorpion" is a M-4 medium tank with an auxiliary diesel 
engine mounted on its hull. The auxiliary engine rotates a drum 
on which are attached several 15 foot flails which slap the 
ground and explode mines in front of the tank. So much dust is 
r ai sed by the slapping action of the flails that the scorpion's 
dri ver is completely blind. His "sight" must be a light tank 
whie h moves behind the scorpi0n and directs the driver by radio. 

At 2330 hours on the night of April 24th, the scorpion with 
its"seeing eye", two medium tanks and a· company of infantry, 
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moved north toward house #4, About 100 yards south or house #4, 
the scorpion was hit by an enemy "bazooka" and knocked into a 
ditch on the right of the road. The light tank moved around the 
scorpion and was itself promptly knocked out by another rocket _/ 
shell. The first -medium tank passed both of the disabled vehicles, 
turned into the driveway of house #4 and struck an unsuspected v 
mine. The commander of the second medium tank, seeing that the 
road was completely blocked, backed cilown to road junction below 
house. #3, out onto the northwest-southeast road, at approximately 
917309 and put fire on house #5. A T~2 recovery vehicle came 
forward, hooked onto the scorpion and dragged in back dovm the 
road. Just below house #3, the scorpion dropped into a large 
shell hole, and the T-:2/ in attempting to pull it out, threw a 
track and was itself out of action. Another T~2 came forward, 
but enemy fire was so heavy that the crew was unable to work on 
the disabled vehicles. All of our wounded men were loaded into 
the second T-2 and returned to Padiglione. As a result of the 
action, seven of our men were wounded, four missing. Forty-eight 
prisoners of war were taken by the infantry. 

The last and most ambitious operation of the program was 
"Mr. Green". Our five gun battery along the canal at 938328 was 
reinforced with another tank platoon for the operation. (For a 
detailed account of UJIJfr. Green" ·see annex "A".) 

In a ceremony at the battalion area on April 14th, Major 
General EAGLES, 45th Infantry Division commander, presented 
Silver Stars to four enlisted men of the battalion. Those re
ceiving the awards were Sgt. Hart. Sgt. Strickler, Cpl. Aaker 
and Pvt. Goode. In all 17 Silver Stars have been awarded in 
this organization since -its arrival in Italy. 

ncn Company established a new precedent for armored units 
on the :27th. One of its tankers, in position at 914282, defied 
convention by dismounting and taking two prisoners of war in 
the vicinity of 910284. 

During an air raid on the night of tRe 28th, an enemy plane, 
identified as a JU-87 (Stuka), was shot down by our anti-aircraft 
batteries and crashed in one of our M-7 assault guns at 914-223. 
The assault gun and its trailer were seriously damaged by fire 
and one of our men was slightly wounded. 

2 Incls. 

u._~lit~ 
CHARLES H. HOLLIS 

Major, 191st Tank Bn 
Commanding 

Incl. 1 - S-3 Journal for the Month of April, 1944. 
Incl. 2 - .Annex "A11 Extract of "Mr. Green" operation report. 
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Annex nv - Extr of report submitt ed to andiJlES,11\WJEO 
Thi rd Infantry Division by Command-ing Officer, 191st Tank Battalion. 

HEADQUARTERS 191ST TANK BATTALION 
APO #464, -U.S. Army 

1 May 1944 
Detailed. Account of "Mr. Green Opera-t;ion" 

Annex flAU - Fire support plan. 

Annex 11B11 - Schematic diagram of attack. 

Annex •1cu - Communication diagFam. 

I - GENERAL 

* * * * * * * * 
2. "Mr Greenn was to be a limited objective attack on an 

enemy held hill at coordinate F95 83_25 (Map: I te .ly, 1/25, 000, Le 
Castella, Sheet 158 I, NW). It would be preceeded by a heavy 
artillery barrage and would~include an experiment in psycholog
ical warfare which involved .. t .he use of a loud speaker system to 
broadcast propaganda to the enemy troops. Its purpose was to 
take as many prisoners as possible, and to clean out enemy pos
itions on the hill. 

3. Troops participating were: One reinforced. rifle company, 
one platoon of medium tanks, , a ·detachment of engineers, and nine 
-battalions of artillery. 

4. The necessity for much detailed planning and close co
ordination between attacking elements - particularly between 
tanks and infantry - was obvious from the beginning. 

* * * * * * * * 
III - PREPARATIONS AND PLANNING 

ple: · 

* * * * * * * * 
2. Certa.in problems were evident at the outset. For exam-

(a) Patrols would have to determine the .enemy strength, 
locate wire obstacles and mine fie ;lds, and ascertain the 
best avenues of approach and attack for infantry as well 
as tanks. 

(b) Wire obstacles, both friendly and enemy, would have 
to be gapped at two points - - one for infantry and one for 

-tanks. 

- . 1 -
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(c) Friendly anti-tank and anti-personnel mines would 

have to be lifted at the wire gaps. 

(d) Cleared lanes would have to be well marked. 

(e) The time of attack had to be chosen carefully. 
It was necessary that the tank gunners be able to see the 
attacking ini"antry; yet to move the tanks out into open 
terrain during daylight was a large risk that would jeop
ardize the success of the entire operation. 

(f) The approach to the assault position would be made 
under cover of darkness and over terrain which was pock
marked with deep shell holes and friendly infantry foxholes. 
Therefore, the approach route would have to be marked and 
guides posted to-direct the tanks. 

(g) The tank commanders concerned should make a per
sonal reconnaissance to the forward positions to familia.r
ize themselves with the terrain, to find the exact location 
of the wire gap, ·to become acquainted with the approach 
route, to pick out areas for likely enemy installations, 
and above all, to see for themselves exactly where the 
attacking infantry would be at any given time. 

(h) Since the infantry was the main attacking force, 
a ·communication system which would insure that the infan
try commander could quickly request fire or support by 
direct tank assault was a necessity. 

(i) When the att a ck was finished and withdrawal ordered, 
the area should be well smoked to protect the tanks against 
concealed enemy AT guns. 

(j) Movement of the t anks to the assault position would 
have to be carefully time d so that the noise of tracks and 
engines would be drovmed out · by the artillery barrage. 

(k) Spare t ank would have to be st anding by to take 
the place of any which would fail to reach the assault posi
tion or be disabled soon after being committed. Also the 
possibility of a counter-attack by enemy ar-mor had to be 
considered. Additional tank support might be re quired. 

(1) A recovery vehicle (T-2) would have to be alert to 
retrieve, if possible, any lmocked out t ank. 

(m) It would be necessary to work out a time schedule 
for the movement from rear to forward assembly area so that 
moving t anks would not interfere with marehing infantry. 
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3. In my first discussion with the infantry commander (N-4) 
a tentative outline was made, and it appeared that certain changes 
to the original plans were indicated. These changes were submitted 
to higher headquarters. The time of attack had been set for 1800 
hours, approximately two and one-half hours before dark. Since 
there was no cover or concealment - available in the area surround
ing the objective, tanks and infantry would have been observed 
long before reaching the line of departure and taken under heavy 
fire. Accordingly first light was recommended as "Hu hour. The 
recommendation was approved. The decision to attack at first 
light brought up additional problems of getting to the line of 
departure during darkness~ Additional plans for reconnaissance, 
wire gapping and mine removal · were made and the time was desig
nated for each operation. 

4. The following night (N-J) ·I assembled the tan.'k: company 
commander, tank platoon commander, each of the participating 
tank commanders, and the company maintenance officer (designated 
as reconnaissance officer for the tanks). We met at the Infantry 
Battalion C.P. where the tank and infantry commanders became ac
quainted and discussed plans for the attack. Later that evening 
we went to the forward iru'"antry position from which the attack 
was to be launched, reconnoitered the route to the line of depar
ture, chose a loeation for the tank wire ·gap and a location for 
a dug-in tank position. Each tank eommander was shovm the objective, 
the suspected location of enemy gun positions ·and machine gun nests, 
and the approximate position each tank would take after passing 
thro-ugh the wire. There on the spot each .man was impressed with 
the import ance of keeping his , fire in front of the advancing in
fantry. It was also pointed out that dawn would be just breaking 
and our infantry would be silhouetted as they moved forward. The 
infantry officer who was to provide the tank guides worked with 
the tank reconnaissance officer in deciding where the guides 
should be placed. 

The reconnaissance completed, we returned to the infantry 
C.P. and, in the light of what we had just seen, discussed the 
att ack further and settled several small problems. 

5. During daylight the next day, a rehearsal was held in a 
rear area on terrain similar to that over which the attack would 
take place. My tank crews took their positions according to the 
plan, and the attack was "dry-run' ·' in every detail. Another re
hearsal was held at dusk. Each tanker was thereby given a reason
ably exact picture of the attack plan even to the method of with
drawal, and the part they would play in covering the withdrawa. 
of the infantry. 

6. The third night of planning (N-2) brought more rehashing 
·of the plans and settling of questions that had arisen during 
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the rehearsal. My reconnaissance officer took his guides over 
the route and actually placed them in the positions they would 
take the night of the attack. 

7. During the night o:f N-'l, the gap was made in our wire. 
The tank reconnaissance officer again went to the forward posi
tion to check on the route and to make certain that the wire 
gap was properly made. 

8. The night of the attack, my tank platoon commander went 
to the infantry battalion C.P. where last minute details were 
discussed with the infantry company cormnander and made sure by 
going over .every phase of the att a ck that all was in readiness. 
The gap in the minefields was also made during this night and 
white engineer tape placed marking the cleared area. 

IV - OPERATIONS AND CONTROL 

1. Plans having been made and all det a ils settled, control 
was the next problem. It ·had been dec.ided that the tank company 
commander would accompany the infantry battalion commander to the 
forward C.P. There the infantry company commander was in direct 
radio communication with battalion. The tank company corrunander 
was likewise in direct r adio contact with his platoon COiIDnander. 
When the infantry company commander wanted tank support he would 
send his instructions directly to the infantry battalion commander, 
who simply turned to the tank ' company eommander and told him what 
was wanted. The tank company commander then notified his platoon 
commander in bis own jargon and immediate action was taken. 

The time of first light had been checked each morning 
prior to the attack. Just as it had been planned then, the tank
ers could see the infantry advancing and were able to move their 
fire just in front of the line of troops. Also, as anticipated, 
targets of opportunity presented themselves and were immediately 
taken under fire by the tanks. The tanks distracted the enemy's 
attention from the attacking infantry to a great extent and were 
able to neutr alize the enemy positions on the flanks as well as 
interrupt the enemy activity directly in front of our infantry. 
After the action st a rted, the situation became more or less 
fluid and the tanks moved frequently to t ake better firing posi
tions. For example, one tank had been placed in a dug-in posi
tion on the right flank. However, the t ank commander soon dis
covered that his field of fire from that position was not good, 
so on bis own initiative he moved out and took a position further 
up on the right fl ank closer to the . enemy where he could fire 
more effectively. · 

When the infantry was ordered to withdraw, the tanks 
remained in position to cover the withdrawal until the infantry 
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notified that the maneuver was comple e. 
orders to withdraw also. 

An emergency arose at this point when one of the tanks 
was hit and disabled. After due consideration of its position, 
the platoon commander ordered the tank to be destroyed. Had 
this mishap occured earlier in the action, one of the spare tanks 

. would have moved forward to take the place of the disabled vehicle. 
The entire action had been based on the support of a complete tank 
platoon. The infantry company attacked in full strength. I there
fore had to assure the infantry that my tanks would support in 
full strength as planned. During the tanks' withdrawal, another 
of them was disabled by a mine, but was able to make it a suf
ficient distance to the rear where the recovery vehicle retriev-
ed it after the track broke off. The withdrawal completed, the 
tanks were ordered to return to the rear. 

V - OUR SUPPORTING FIRES 

1. I have not yet mentioned the part played by the tank 
battalion organic assault . ·-gun platoon (6 - 105mm SP Howitzers). 
I have my platoon organized into two firing batteries of six (6) 
guns each. Each battery consists of three (3) of the 105mm How
itzers and three (3) medium tanks in indirect firing positions. 
In the initial artillery preparation prior to the attack, they 
fired through the Division Artillery fire direction center and 
were under Division control. However, since they are direct 
support weapons for the tanks, they reverted to the tank battalion 
control at "H" hour and were on call to support the tank platoon. 
A fire support plan was drawn up and each t~nk commander as well 
as the infantry commander were given an overlay of this plan 
(see Annex "A"J. When any one tank would receive fire from an 
enemy gun he couldn't see or reach, the assault guns were noti
fied through the tank battalion commander and immediate fire was 
brought down on pre-arranged concentrations. The assault guns 
aided materially in the tanks' withdrawal by providing covering 
smoke to fill any gaps that appeared. The tanks with their own 
smoke shells, were also able to fill gaps in the smoke screen. 

VI - LESSONS LEARNED 

Any operation involving infantry and tanks requires 
much more planning than an attack w:Lth artillery and infantry 
only. The tanks can aid tremendously if every detail is ironed 
out beforehand, or they may contribute much to the failure of 
the operation if .each man does not understand his job. A few 
of the lessons learned are listed below: 
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1. Tank and infantry CO®nanders must come to a com

plete understanding, and each one realize the capabilities 
and limitations of the other. 

2. Tanks are more or less cumbersome and rather more 
difficult to control than an infantry squad or platoon. 
They are, to a certain .extent, ·"blind" in night operations 
unless the targets are illuminated by flares or white phos
phorus smoke shells. It is extremely dangerous to our own 
troops to attempt to give close support during darkness. 
Nothing would be more demoralizing for our infantry than 
to have our ovm tanks firing into them. We avoided that 
possibility by attacking at first light. 

3. The infantry should not attack in proximity to the 
tanks. The tanks will be detected in spite of any amount 
of covering artillery. In this case there were approxi
mately 200 yards between the infantry and tank gaps, and 
once the attack .started, the tanks moved further away from 
the infantry. 

4. All possible precautions should be taken to drovim 
out the sound of tracks and engines. Artillery will usually 
perform this function rather well, and what noise is heard 
cannot be definitely placed. Besides, the artillery fire 
tends t0 keep enemy infantry outposts and front line troops 
"holed upTI so that they are unable to listen and observe 
too . closely. · 

5. Foot reconnaissance by as many of the tank personnel 
as possible is a definite necessity. In this instance, the 
tank commanders saw the ground they had to cover, where the 
gap in the wire would be and how far it was from the infan
try gap, the objective, predesignated targets at suspected 
enemy gun positions, and many other minor details that could 
not be pointed out on a map or aerial photograph. 

6. Every t anker should have an opportunity to study ma-ps 
and photogr aphs of the area. Prior to this attack they had 
two full days to make the study. 

7. A reconnaissance officer should be appointed whose 
sole job prior to the attack is to make sure of the approach 
route right up to the jump off position, see that guides 
are placed and the route marked. In this instance several 
means were used; guides were placed at strategic points 
along the route and engineer tape as well as radium buttons 
marked the cross-country route. 

8. Besides having a complete understanding with the 
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infantry commanders, t he tank .commanders must get t ogeth er 
with the engineer commander and determine the width of the 
wire gap, the cleared mine field space and how it will be 
marked. Then as a double check, the tank commander should 
satisfy himself that the engineer work was done as planned. 
My reconnaissance officer informed me prior to the attack 
that the engineer mission bad been successfully accomplished. 
Natur ally the marking of the cleared area could not be done 
till the night of the attack. 

9. Spare tanks and recovery vehicles must be close at 
hand on call to replace any casualty during the approach or 
the attack so that full support is given as planned, and to 
insure immediate evacuation of a disabled tank if at all pos
sible. 

10. Because of their inherent invulnerability to small 
arms fire, the tanks are able to remain in position cover
ing the infantry withdrawl just as they masked its advance. 

11. Tanks cannot handle prisoners. All the tank command
er can do is motion them on to the rear to the inf'antry. 
However, the tank itself with its 75mm gun and .30 caliber 
machine guns is quite convincing. 

12. Once on the spot, the individual tank commanders 
should act as they see best and shift positions to better 
spots to give more support. Even though their positions 
have been designated from map and aerial photograph study, 
and from a night reconnaissance of the ground, they will 
probably appear different when they actually reach there 
in daylight. Such was the ease in this attack with the 
right flank tank which moved out of a dug-in position so 
as to better take enemy guns under fire. 

13. If a tank is disabled close to enemy lines in a 
fast moving situation such as this was, it should be de
stroyed before being abandoned if there is no apparent 
chance of retrieving it. 

14. The organic assault guns of the battalion should be 
left under the direct control of the tanks during the attack 
just as they were in this action. Several times the tank 
commanders called on the assault guns for close in support. 

15. The morale effect to our ovm troops is ·a big factor 
- just to know that · those tanks are their own and on call 
to overrun any enemy position that can not be handled other
wise. 
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16. Lastly, a rehearsal should be held if time permits. 

At our rehearsal the tankers were familiarized with the 
strength of the infantry, the attack formation they would 
use, and the approximate positions they would take. 

Thus a successful infantry-tanlc attack must depend upon 
careful -planning, close coordination, reconnaissance, proper means 
of control, the will to fight, and, above all, mutual confidence 
- the infantry in the tanks and the tanks in the infantry. Little 
was left unplanned in this operation. In my opinion, its great 
success justified all the hour$ of painst aking preparation. 

.. 
A CERTIFIED TRUE EXTRACT COPY: 

rlJ f. L) "--
EDWARD L. WARNER 

Capt., 191st Tank Bn 
Adjutant 
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/s/ Asbury W. Lee, III 
/ t/ ASBURY W. LEE, III 

Major, 191st Tank Bn 
Commanding 


